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Background
The Arc, Oneida-Lewis chapter [1], an organization based in Utica, New York is dedicated to
helping make communities more inclusive for individuals with intellectual and developmental
disabilities (I/DD). Today, The Arc, Oneida-Lewis Chapter, currently employs numerous people
with I/DD. The workers perform a wide variety of tasks while at work. Our main focus will be to
help employees with disabilities perform their job of washing and packaging slate cutting boards
such as the one shown below.

Figure 1: Finished Slate Product

Problem Statement
The process begins with a palletized and crated shipment of precut slate from the quarry. The
slate is tightly packed and the container must be broken with brute force in order to retrieve the
material. Once dislodged from the container, the dust-coated slate is moved to the sink for a
mineral oil bath. The mineral oil used is currently hand-pumped from 55-gallon drums into
5-gallon consumer-grade buckets and carried 20 feet before being placed into the sink. This
mineral oil bath is required as it both removes the dust and treats the slate with a food-grade
finish. After the oil bath, the slate is then placed into a vertical drip tray on an adjacent table. The
slate is then picked up and washed down with a water and dish detergent solution. The detergent
and water mixture is effective at removing excess oil from the slate. Following this, they are
stacked on top of one another with a paper towel placed in between each piece of washed slate.
The slate is then left to dry until the workers take the slate away to tie them off. The slate is then
ready for shipment. This job is labor-intensive and difficult for the workers.

The two problems that currently exist with this process are the potential for oil to get on the floor
while the employees load the drip tray and the time it takes for the excess oil to drip off of the
slate. Our project group aims to fix these problems which will make the safety of work, as well
as production speed increase.



Figure 2: Current Workspace

Rationale
The main restriction that was communicated with our project group is that this process cannot be
automated. Cleaning and packaging slate is one of the workers' main duties every week.
Automating this process would lead the ARC to have to lay off workers because they would not
have enough jobs to go around. With this in mind, two surveys were sent out. One to the
management team at The ARC, and one to the workers. The purpose of these surveys was to
gather more information on what the more challenging parts of the process were. The results of
those surveys are shown in the tables below.

Table 1: Survey Answered by Workers

Tasks:
Faster or Easier

Rearranging:
Yes or No

What parts of the process could
use most improvement?*

ARC Employee 1 Easier No A

ARC Employee 2 Faster No N/A

ARC Employee 3 Easier No C

ARC Employee 4 Easier No N/A

ARC Employee 5 Easier No N/A

ARC Employee 6 Easier Yes N/A

Total (%) 83.3% Easier 83.3% No 1A, 1C



*A: Treat the slate with oil
B: Drip excess oil off of slate
C: Wash/rinse slate with soap/water
D: Drip excess water off of slate
E: Drying the slate

Table 2: Survey Answered by Supervisors

Tasks: Faster or
Easier

Rearranging: Yes or
No

What parts of the process could
use most improvement?*

Supervisor 1 Easier Yes A,B,E

Supervisor 2 Faster Yes A,C,E

Supervisor 3 Easier Yes B,C,D

Supervisor 4 Easier No A,B,C

Total (%) 100% Easier 75% Yes 3A, 3B, 3C, 1D, 2E
*A: Treat the slate with oil
B: Drip excess oil off of slate
C: Wash/rinse slate with soap/water
D: Drip excess water off of slate
E: Drying the slate

From the results of the surveys, the supervisors stated that they would like the process to be
easier on the workers, and that treating the slate, removing excess oil and washing the slate
should be the main focus points of the project. The supervisors also stated that they were
comfortable with rearranging parts of the workspace that could be moved. The workers stated
that they would like the process easier as well.

With these answers in mind, the focus was turned on to what could be done with the current
workspace, and how the process could be made easier for the workers. Our team came up with a
list of design specifications using this feedback to help guide our design process. Including items
as follows:

Performance
● Product should be able to comfortably hold the weight of the treated slate.
● Product should be able to move a piece of slate in a timely manner and quicker than the

current process in use.
Environment

● Product will remain in a room temperature space.
● Product will be subjected to mineral oil and potentially water.



Life in Service
● Product should withstand 10 years used at the same frequency as the facility treats slate.

Maintenance
● Product should be able to withstand everyday use with minimal cleaning.
● Product should not require repairs, however it should be easy to service.
● Product will be assembled using hardware measured with the Imperial System.

Target Product Cost
● Budget for the project is $1000, but we would like to stay as under budget as possible.

Competition
● There is no known competition or patents for the device we are trying to create.

Manufacturing Facility
● There are no restrictions on the manufacturing facility.
● Preferred that device is created in the United States.

Size
● Product shall fit within a sink with dimensions of 29” x 17” x 7” (LxWxD).

Aesthetics
● Product shall be manufactured out of aluminum to prevent corrosion and breakage.

Ergonomics
● The workers are seated during a majority of their tasks, therefore the device must be

usable while seated.
Quality and Reliability

● Product must work in the presence of excessive mineral oil and/or water.
Processes

● Once the device is designed it should be manufactured using the most efficient methods.
Testing

● A prototype model will be built in order to check for safety, durability, and workability
under the specifications mentioned in this section.

Safety
● The slate must remain intact for it to be sold.
● Worker safety is paramount due to the nature of the employees.

Company Constraints
● To produce a device a company must be first found.
● A manufacturing facility must have all the necessary equipment to produce the device.

Political and Social Implications
● This device assists workers with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD).
● The device is to be manufactured in the United States.

Installation
● The device will be mounted into an industrial sink and properly plugged in to prevent any

accidents.

Design
The design will focus on providing a safer working environment while also improving
productivity. In the current process, the slate is moved from one sink, to another table, to a final
sink. This causes excess oil to drip onto the floor and can cause a precarious work environment.
The workers could potentially slip and fall, or the slate could slip out of the workers hands and



land on the floor where it could potentially break. In order to minimize movement, we decided to
design a system in which a piece of slate could be inserted into a device, and a squeegee could
remove any excess oil as a motor pushed it through the system.

Our device design includes three main components. The base, the drivetrain frame, and the
internal squeegee. The base of the device is designed to fit in an unused industrial sink. In order
to do this, measurements of the sink were taken and a wooden replica of the sink was made. The
base also includes several conveyor-type rollers that would allow the slate to freely glide over
them. The bottom of the base is left open so that oil could then drip into the sink. The drivetrain
frame houses the motorized wheel system that pushes the slate through the device. We had
designed it using rubber wheels in order to grip the slate and to not scratch it during the process.
For the internal squeegee, two pieces of rubber were mounted in the internal components of the
device. One piece was mounted to the underside of the drivetrain frame and the other to the top
of the base. This was done so that when the frame was connected to the base, the rubber would
scrape up against the slate as it passed through scraping any excess oil off of the slate. The oil
could then freely drip into the sink where the drain would lead to a bucket so the oil could be
reused. The device itself was designed with the largest width of slate in mind. In order to account
for varying thicknesses of slate, The frame will be mounted to the base via scissor lift. The
purpose of this is so if any thicker slate would be passed through, the frame could be lifted up
slightly in order to allow that piece of slate to pass through, while still removing as much oil as
possible. With this device that we designed, the oily slate would not be moving around as much
leading to less oil ending up on the floors, providing a safer working environment.

Figure 3: Device Assembly



Development
Once we had made a CAD model of our device we purchased the motor, chain, gears, rollers,
and aluminum. The remaining parts, being the device base, device cover, and the linkages were
machined out of a wooden particle board model of the device in order to get a general idea of
how the device would operate and make sure all of our components had the right dimensions.
Once we made sure everything was correct, we began machining the custom parts again, but this
time out of aluminum. As each piece was machined, we slowly began the assembly process and
made minor adjustments along the way. Some notable adjustments included adding extra rollers
to the exit side of the device base and adding hard plastic to the inside walls of the device to
prevent any unnecessary potential scraping that could damage the slate.

Figure 4: Particle Board Rough Assembly



Figure 5: Final Assembly of Prototype
Evaluation
The main feature that we had to test for our device was the capability of accommodating
different sizes of slate. In order to test this, we obtained three different sizes of slate, 9”x12”,
10”x14”, and 12”x18”,  and put them through the machine in random orders. By varying the
order of when we put each piece of slate in, we obtained a good understanding of how the device
worked. After several trials, the device worked near flawlessly, easily accommodating for slight
differences in thicknesses, and the internal positioning of the drive wheels on the inside of the
frame accounted perfectly for different widths and had no problem moving them through the
device.

Discussion
Our device performed up to our expectations and we are very pleased with how it turned out.
However, further improvements under consideration include installing a safety cover and
implementing a feature using either an infrared sensor or a photo optic sensor. The safety cover
would have gone on the sides and top of the device to add a layer of protection to itself, and to
protect any pinch points preventing accidental injury. The sensor would allow for an automatic
feature that could detect when a piece of slate was at the entrance to the device and allow the
device to sit in an idle position and not either be continually running or switched off.
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